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About This Game

ABOUT THE GAME

Room 54 is a first person story driven survival horror game, focused on investigation, exploration,solving puzzles and action.
Room54 is a first person adventure/survival horror game, focused on investigation, exploration,solving puzzles and action. The
story of Daniel and his wife desirè in an apparently quiet small mountain town full of secrets. The main goal of the game is give

to the player the total immersion during the gameplay.
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STORY

Daniel and his wife Desirè decide to spend their winter holidays in their beautiful mountain house in the Roseberg valley, a
wonderful place surrounded by the wilderness, Far away from the chaotic city life. During their holidays, Desiré went missing
mysteriously and strange events start to happen, revealing a hided and disturbing reality behind this place and their community.

Daniel will try at any costs to save his family. Will he succeed in this venture?
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GAMEPLAY

You will play as Daniel, a father that will try to save at any costs himself and his family, your gameplay will be focused on
discovering secrets places around valley,investigating and survive. You will find many objects that will help you to solve enigma
and to stay alive. The immersive audio and environment will make you feel constantly follow by an high anxiety dose during the

game.

ARMED AND UNARMED: The gameplay is mainly divided into two phases, one in which you will have to be stealthy
and silent hiding and avoiding the dangers and one in which you will be armed and ready to defend yourself.

INTERACTIONS: Analyze and use objects to solve enigma and puzzles and unlock new areas of the map.

CHALLENGING GAMEPLAY: Your enemy will not surrender easily, play with a competitive and smart AI with
untipical and original weapons.

CHARACTERISTICS

 explore terrifying building and places with an advanced graphics achivied with the powerfull of CryEngine 5.

 Follow the intriguing story with the narrative voices of the main character, discover mysteries examinating objects and
ancient artifacts.

 use of high quality audio assets and soundbanks created with Wwise assure a total immersive gameplay
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Title: Room 54
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
IK-Interactive
Publisher:
IK-Interactive
Release Date: END 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64-bit OS required)

Processor: Dual core 2.8 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 460 1GB/Radeon 5850 1GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 6 GB available space

English,Italian,German
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Patch 0.35; Chat + New sounds:
- Chat added;
- New footsteps sounds.
- Optimization improved (Multiplayer). Did you try our newest game, Viking Brothers 3 already?:
Hey, everybody,

Did you try our newest game, Viking Brothers 3 already?

https://store.steampowered.com/app/836550/Viking_Brothers_3/

If not, this is the right time to try it out!. Roast the developers in the Roast Club:
Welcome to the Roast Club. The first rule of Roast Club: you DO NOT talk about Roast Club. The second rule of Roast Club is:
actually for now you can talk about it, we’re still short on members. Third rule of Roast Club: only two stars to a Roast. Fourth
rule: one of them is a DEVELOPER.

You see, we were challenged by Sir Clearwater HERE... and we do accept the challenge!

So if you feel like Roasting someone talented and famous… that’s NOT the place. But if you want to vocalize your vile thoughts
about mothers, fathers, sons and all possible relatives of the humble developers, turn on Oh...Sir! The Hollywood Roast and
enter the Roast Club! First meeting starts tomorrow, 13th of June, at 5 PM GMT+2!

To play with us, look for VileLemon - one of the designers and an experienced bare-chested master of insults.
. Version 8.31.2018 Update:

 Fixing some odd vertices here and there (General),

 Improvements to bow (BW),

 Improvements to rain sound (BW),

 Improved Mouse Sensitivity Settings (General),

 Skin Walker AI adjustments (BW),

 Boundary Adjustments,

 BW Menu Options,

 Updated Menu Screen,

 Fixed collider in garage (TH),

 Fixed under bed pickles,

 Improved Slider Accuracy,

 Doubled Wrench Damage,

 Skinwalker will no longer lose his mind by combine,

 Added more aggression,
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 Prologue (BW),

 Epilogue (BW),

 Black Water (BW) First Pass

. Patch 1.3.18:
- CHANGE: Djinns have new overworld sprites. (Thanks to "Unagio Lucio")
- CHANGE: Removed the cap on Pandemonium Tokens. They are now a little more rare to compensate for this change.
- FIX: "Sorcery Transformation" worked the opposite way it was intended to work.
- FIX: Crash when the game was launched on certain devices if you had an unstable internet connection.
- FIX: Typos in some tavern rule descriptions.
- FIX: Rare crash when an enemy died.

(Note: this is the first time I've posted patch notes as an announcement. Moving forward, I'm going to post patch notes both as
an announcement and on the "Patch Notes" section of our discussion board.). DashPanel now supporting VR.:
DashPanel can now be run in VR for games that support OpenVR.
See the following guide for details:
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1297752522. Windscape is leaving Early Access on March 27th!:

First of all apologies for the late announcement in here! We are really happy to announce that Windscape is on the home
straight to its release! Almost three years after the Early Access launch the hard work and passion as well as the extremely
helpful feedback from you, the community (Thank you!) has led us here: Windscape is leaving Early Access on March 27th
2019!

Take a look on the Release Date Announcement Trailer here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GwWQ2TP8Ju8
https://store.steampowered.com/app/363950. Early Steam Release:
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Hey folks,

We’re on Early Access on Steam (rather earlier than you may have expected)! In short, don’t panic - nothing has really changed.
Development is forging ahead as before but we’ve had to make an adjustment regarding Early Access.

In order to stay in line with Steam’s policies regarding selling the game though our website at the same time as the Steam store,
we have entered Early Access in private mode earlier than initially planned.

In terms of development and patches, nothing has changed.

It was our original intention to enter Early Access at the same time as introducing multiplayer to the game. We’ve had to change
this now that we have entered Early Access sooner, but will be releasing multiplayer at the same time as originally planned.
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Apologies for any initial trouble with the Steam page or download. The issue is sorted now and you can purchase the game from
the Steam page.. Get 8-bit version of Doodle God and save 60%!:

Best limited-time offer!!!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/538060/Doodle_God_8bit_Mania__Collectors_Item/
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